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Abstract
This paper presents the design and implementation of a 
ABRC(Android Based Remote PC Control) i.e.  Intelligent Admin 
(Remote LAN Monitoring and controlling system using Android) 
is software for managing and monitoring processes. The project 
is based on the concept of administrating remote machines from 
a single location. Windows network administrator would like to 
control certain aspects of machines sitting remotely without having 
to install and trigger an application on the remote machine which 
will communicate with administrator machine.
This system will work as an Administrator for the LAN which will 
enable you to remotely monitor and control the machines under the 
LAN. The mobile user i.e. the Administrator will dial the phone 
number to which the server is attached. The mobile device then 
will get connected to the server machine through the Wireless 
network. The Android Mobile when connected to the Server will 
display a menu which will be containing the functions that can be 
performed on Client PC. A single function can be performed at a 
time, but multiple clients can be controlled simultaneously.
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I. Introduction
Controlling your PC remotely from your smart phone sounds 
useful in theory but generally proves impractical in everyday 
use. By contrast, controlling your PC remotely from an Android 
can actually come in handy. It has been observed that 80% of the 
employees in an organization or students in a college/institute 
having access to the computer are goofing off on the internet 
or playing games etc reducing productivity and the overall 
development. Thus it has become essential to monitor the remote 
machines in LAN so that the company or institutes can redirect 
the work force and get the best out of the institute members. This 
requires the organization to keep a track of the user activities in 
remote machine so as to get full benefit of their talent and time. 
Android based Remote Control is a simple, yet effective, Android 
app that allows users to remotely connect to their Windows-
based computer. You can establish an instant and secure remote 
connection between various devices over the internet (Wi-Fi/
GPRS) to control and access your computer via your Android 
powered device on the go. As engineering students we planned 
to develop a project which would function as a camera inside the 
computer. Our Product tracks individual computer’s each and 
every application, which is running at a given point and displays 
on the server side. The server side controller has complete control 
of all the processes and can kill them sitting at his place in case 
any user is misusing his/her computer. If the Admin is not with 
in the vicinity of the network he can still have the control of the 
Network through his mobile. At any time at any place he can 
monitor and control the network through mobile phone.

II. Related Work

A. Rajicon System [2-3]

Remote control methods have been discussed recently for many 
years; in 2001, it [2] was proposed that cellular phone be used 
to control Java Applications running on the PC. In this paper 
a remote control interface generator system was constructed, 
under which designer can easily transfer specified control object 
of Java application system running on PC, such as control buttons 
and labels, and generate remote control interface with objects 
into cellular phone automatically. Through directly generated 
controlling objects and functions into the cellular phone by 
interface generator, we the Java application system running on 
the PC was controlled without needing to write complex programs 
into the cellular phone.
To do this, the design process was repeated : (1) Write control 
command protocol and HTTP wireless protocol into the applications 
running on the PC. (2) Write interface program and wireless control 
protocol into cellular phone, as in Fig. 1, for every application 
system one after another. But this designing process is hard work; 
we must write many complex procedures even for just adding or 
modifying a new control function. After that, there still remains 
a big problem that if we do not have the original source program 
of application system, it could become impossible to make the 
specified device have remote control ability. Such repeated design 
procedures would make developing application systems a cost 
burden, waste of time, inelastic, and inefficient.

B. Multi-Channel Remote Controller (MCRC)
A MCRC [4] for home and office automation was designed and 
implemented on prototype circuit. The preferred RC channel 
is directly access via. Web and from the point of security, the 
preferred channel is GSM based access. With the addition of 
sensing elements like Web-cam, temperature and motion sensors, 
the designed system work as an RC and monitoring system. It is 
possible to expand voice feedback system in DTMF based control 
and record additional messages for emergency condition like main 
source interruption, alert of motion detection sensor and other 
emergency condition alarms. Combining of MCRC with internal 
automation system will provide new options for user. The idea of 
using communication channels in remote control (RC) for home 
and office appliances is not new. With the rapid development in 
mobile network and embedded control technologies, it has created 
new opportunities in RC area. Many prior studies describe the 
use of a phone as a RC device for household appliances. In such 
system Dual- Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) signals were used, 
the telephone keypad has been used as an input device for RC.

III. Proposed System
Controlling PC through mobile has been of great concern and 
a subject of research over the years. There are many different 
platforms where the multimedia contents can be displayed. 
The success of the algorithm depends on the interface that user 
uses. It is observed that people would prefer to control the PC 
remotely rather than controlling the PC through an approachable 
distance. 
In this work we propose software using android mobile and GPRS 
and Wi-Fi techniques. At the time of registration to the software, 
the user must first establish a connection with the server and 
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the authentication of the user is carried out.  The list of clients 
available on LAN is sent as a message to the user. Therefore as a 
result the commands related to client’s machine such can be sent 
to the server. Server stores and sends the request or takes action 
regarding that particular client. Then the acknowledgement is 
given to the android user and the connection is terminated.
At the time of login the username and password is provided. 
The accepted username and password is encrypted and sends to 
the server for validation purpose. At the server side encrypted 
password is decrypted and matches with the server side database. 
If the password is validated then the connection between server 
and android user is established. The processes such as hardware 
configuration, shutdown machine remotely, restart machine and 
to manage task are carried out on client PC. The success of the 
technique depends upon the reliability. There is always a delay of 
5s to 10s when the android user receives a list of clients available 
on LAN. This delay is the result of number of clients available 
on the LAN. By developing this software the android users can 
interact remotely with the PC by using the JAVA applications.
The main purpose of this system is to design and implement a 
system that generates an interface which connects the PC remotely 
though an android.
It basically consists of 2 main components

A. The Server Machine
The server machine is the heart of system. The authentication and 
the authorization of the username and password is carried out on 
this machine. On comparison, if the user’s data matches with the 
stored data, then in that case the server returns success or else it 
return failure. The user is supposed to connect to the server in 
order to connect with the clients on LAN. 

B. The Android Mobile
The main job of the mobile is to login the system and send the 
password to the server for authentication. The user then reads and 
sends the commands to the server. Its main tasks are:

Connect with the server.1. 
To read the login data and get it authenticated from the 2. 
server. 

C. Shutdown the Client Machine Remotely 
Managing the tasks running on client PC.1. 
Restart.2. 
Hardware configuration.3. 
Waiting for a response from the server.4. 

D. System Flow Diagram

Fig. 2: Flow Diagram of System

V. System Architectural Diagram
A System Architecture is a two tier architecture. Deamon is 
installed on client machine and software is installed on android 
mobile and server. The technology been used is GPRS.

Fig. 3: System Architecture
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Our system works as follows: 
Connection is established between Android and Server.• 
Connection is established between Client and Server.• 
Server sends message to android which clients are available • 
on LAN.
Command from Android user will be sent through GPRS to • 
the Server.
Server takes action regarding the particular client.• 
After the process Server gives acknowledgement to the • 
Android user.
Connection will be terminated.• 

A. Application Program Interface Loader
1. 
Algorithm No.1
Loading Application 
Program User Interface

1. Jframe.add(component) 
and Initialize Java Application 
program
2. Loading GUI
component
If (ActionListener of JMenu 
Received ActionEvent)
{
 Switch(ActionEvent)
   {
      Case ‘Launch Java    
       _AP_X’: LoadAP 
       (Java_AP_X);: 
    }
 }
3.  Parsing the code template
while (br.ready ())
{
   String s =   
   br.readLine();
   Parsing s and retrieve    
   the Command String   
   Token;
   switch (String Token)
   {
      Case ‘Task’:
      Case ‘Shut Down’:
      Case ‘Restart’:
      Case ‘H/w Confi’:
    }
 }

Fig. 4. Loading Flow Chart: Using Interface Loader Algorithm 
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2.
Algorithm No.2
Parsing User 
Interface Command

1. Wait for HTTP URL request
2. Parsing HTTP parameters to 
retrieve the command ID.
response.setContentType (‘text/
html’);
PrintWriter out = response.
getWriter ();
String command = request.
getParameter (‘message’);
3. Retrieve command value in 
JTable by calling getValueAt 
(row index, column index);
4. Compare HTTP command 
ID and value in JTable by 
String.equals (String).
for (int i = 0, i < row count, 
i++)
{
     If(command.equals   
     (JTable.getValueAt (i,  
     column index)))
rc_setXXXActionPerformed 
(command); 
}

Fig. 5: Parsing Flow Chart: Using Parsing UI Command 
Algorithm

3.

Algorithm No.3
Generating Code 
For User Interface

1. Generate the Remote 
Displayable Form & MIDlet 
class
2. Decide the Component 
Types  in the command table
3. Generate the Main List 
included possible list items of 
Component Types
4. Generate the operation items 
in operation list
for (int i = 0; i < NumOfButton; 
i++)
{
    form Button_form[i] =   
    new form();
    ChoiceGroup   
    choiceGroup[i] = new    
    ChoiceGroup ();
for(NumOfOperations_IN_ 
ith_Machine)
    choiceGrp[i].add (“the   
     i-th Button    
    Operations”);
    form[i].append   
    (choiceGroup[i]);
    form[i].addCommand  
    (opForm_OK_cmd);
     form[i].addComman
     (opForm_EXIT_cmd);
form[i].setCommandListener 
(this);
add choiceGrp[i] into the 
i-th Machine operation form-
form[i];
add all operation forms into 
mainList;
}
5.Send HTTP Commands 
according to the command 
table
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Fig. 6: Generation Flow Chart: Using Interface Generation 
Algorithm

Algorithms used in modules :-
Module 1 : Server Application
1.Loading Application Program User Interface
2.Parsing User Interface Command
Module 2 : Client Daemon
2.Parsing User Interface Command
3.Generating Code For User Interface
Module 3 : Android Application
1.Loading Application Program User Interface
2.Parsing User Interface Command

VI. Advantages of Proposed System
Employee activity monitoring. Find out what they are doing 1. 
when they are assumed to be working. This helps in achieving 
Employee productivity.
Control over students during the academic hours. Easily 2. 
track their activity with our, so they will use network for the 
educational purposes only.

VII. Applications
Organization/Institutions: Organization to keep a track of the 1. 
user activities in remote machine, so as to get full benefit of 
their talent and time.
Home Use:  If you forget shutdown a machine or process 2. 
to close.
Internet Café : Prevents hacking or any cyber crime by 3. 
monitoring the customer’s activities of internet café.

VIII. Conclusion and Results obtained
A ABRC (Android Based Remote PC Control) is a simple, yet 
effective, Android application that allows users to remotely connect 

to their Windows-based computer. You can establish an instant 
and secure remote connection between various devices over the 
internet (Wi-Fi/GSM) to control and access your to computer via 
your Android phone powered device on the go. Android user can as 
well view the applications running on the computer through which 
it can be monitored. This is a powerful technique for controlling 
LAN processes through touch pad phones or Mobile. It is Client 
Server technology, where commands from the remote mobile 
devices are passed to the server. The server interprets the command 
and runs the command on the said client. The results are dispatched 
to the requesting mobile device.
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